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1.0

Policy Statement
NAIT’s Board of Governors is committed to quality polytechnic education that is expressed as a
learning environment that is relevant, hands-on, evidence and technology-based and responsive
to the needs of Alberta. NAIT’s curricular and instructional practices are foundational to
creating this learning environment. This policy outlines the foundational aspects of quality
curriculum and instruction.

2.0

Scope
This policy applies to all instructional programming delivered by NAIT.

3.0

Definitions
Term
Authentic
Summative
Assessment

Definition
Measurement activities that assess a student’s ability to perform program
and/or course outcomes by demonstrating job related concepts, issues and
skills. Summative assessment happens after a series of learning events and
indicates what students have learned.

Becoming a Master
Instructor 1 and 2

NAIT’s instructor preparation courses that teach the foundational principles of
teaching and learning.

Board Approved
Program

A group of related courses that comprises a certificate of completion that does
not offer an official credential recognized within the Alberta credential
framework.

Championing
Academic Practices

NAIT’s leadership development course that supports those who have
leadership responsibilities with regard to curriculum and instruction practices.

Course

Learning experiences that facilitate the learning of concepts and issues,
provide opportunities to develop skills and assess at the course outcome level.

Course Outline

A contractual agreement between NAIT and students that includes:
•

High-level overview of what will be taught including a course
description and course outcomes
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•
Curriculum

An outline of how the course outcomes will be assessed

Courses of study which include, but are not limited to, the following
components:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intended learning outcomes
Content necessary to teach the concepts, skills and issues that lead to
the learning outcomes
Teaching and learning activities
Formative assessments
Authentic summative assessments
Identification of resources and supporting learning materials

Curriculum
Committee

A team acting under the direction and authority of a Dean or Executive
Director that collectively holds the accountability for reviewing and approving
course curriculum.

Direct Teaching

The first time an instructor engages students with the concepts, issues and
skills related to all course outcomes.

Formative
Assessment

Measurement activities that are used to monitor progress and to provide
ongoing and regular feedback that can be used by instructors to improve their
instructional practices or used by students to improve their learning.

Learning Session

A short learning or training event that has its own internal coherence in terms
of objectives. A learning session may be part of a course or workshop or it may
be sufficiently discrete to be able to stand on its own. Learning sessions
normally do not have summative assessments.

LMS Course Site
Instance

A copy of a master course site that can be customized by an individual
instructor. Students are enrolled in LMS course site instances.

LMS Course Site
Master

A course template or blueprint from which LMS course site instances are
created. Students are not enrolled in an LMS master course site.

Outcome Based
Education (OBE)

An educational approach structured around learning outcomes. OBE learning
outcomes reflect:
•
•

The concepts and issues that graduates can expect to encounter in
their field
The skills that graduates of a program can expect to be called upon to
use

Learning outcomes answer the question, “What will graduates have to do out
there that NAIT is responsible for teaching them while enrolled?”
Outcome (program
or course level)

An action based learning statement that:

Program Advisory
Committee

A group of people who provide advice and guidance on academic aspects of
Ministry Approved or Board Approved Programs. The group broadly
represents business, industry, government and non-government organizations
served by NAIT’s respective programs.

Self-directed
Learning

Students engaging with course content on their own outside of scheduled class
time.

Supported Learning

An instructor or appropriate staff member engages students in learning
experiences where students have an opportunity to apply the foundations
learned from the direct teaching.

•
•
•

Is aligned with what industry expects of graduates working in the field
Expresses high-level learning intentions
Is assessable
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Workshop

4.0

Guiding Principles
4.1
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4.3
4.4
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4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10

4.11

5.0

A learning experience which emphasizes the exchange of ideas and/or the
demonstration and application of skills. Workshops normally do not have
authentic summative assessments.

All credit programs will comply with the Credentials Framework set out by the
Government of Alberta.
NAIT’s curriculum follows an Outcome Based Education framework that includes
program outcomes, course outcomes aligned to program outcomes and summative
authentic assessments at the course and/or program level.
NAIT’s program and/or course outcomes are developed in consultation with the
Program Advisory Committee/Portfolio Advisory Committee.
NAIT’s curriculum consists of five related components: Program Map, Course Outline,
Course Syllabus, LMS Course Site Master and an LMS Course Site Instance.
Schools and Departments are responsible to ensure faculty and Subject Matter Experts
create quality curriculum that supports equitable learning opportunities which are
inclusive for all learners.
Curriculum committees are accountable for the review and approval of course outlines,
course curriculum and LMS master course sites.
Theories presented in Becoming a Master Instructor 1 and 2 are intended to guide
instruction at NAIT.
NAIT’s polytechnic instructional practices, regardless of modality, recognize that courses
that include direct teaching must allow students to engage in three related learning
opportunities: Direct Teaching, Supported Learning and Student Self-directed Learning.
Schools and Departments are responsible to ensure instructors use quality instructional
practices.
Where compliance with these guiding principles is not possible for non-credit
instructional practices or curriculum for workshops and learning sessions, the approval
of program and/or departmental leadership is required.
Theories presented in Championing Academic Practices are intended to guide oversight
of curriculum and instruction at NAIT.
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